
Major Sale to be held on the Elimar Auction Site, all must go.
On behalf of

Margaret & Dick Evans
Margaret & Dick Evans has won more pigeon races than a lot of people have had hot dinners. Significant success

was achieved many years ago with the Karel Hermans. However, it was the 1995 introduction of a batch of
youngsters from Gaby Vandenabeele that catapulted the name EVANS to Classic and National glory.

These birds set the racing and commercial scene alight and the decision to stop racing in the early 2000s raised a
few eyebrows. However, it set the scene for races at ALL levels to fall the way of this family of pigeons. 

For once the Evans’ Vandenabeeles were not pigeons just full of hype but were backed up with performance. 
So much so that umpteen amounts of National races in the UK and further afield have made them a pigeons to be 

reckoned with. And we’re not even talking here about victories in Clubs, Federations and Amalgamations.
In recent years whilst Dick has stayed true to his Vandenabeeles and in particular the bloodline of the awesome
CHAMPION SHADOW is very much still present there has been introduced a very select batch of pigeons

from the breathtaking Pieter Veenstra.
The Veenstra pigeons have never come to the UK in huge quantities before. They are a family of pigeons that
have achieved some simply fantastic performances and they are sought after around the world – including the

Far East, so much so that as you can imagine they are
not easily acquired.

At www.elimarpigeons.com we are delighted to offer our
customers a very select draft of pigeons from 

Dick Evans himself. Remember, this is a man who can be
classed as a genuine “stock man” – a man with the ability 
to breed pigeons to win for other people at ALL levels. 
They are fantastic looking pigeons with bloodlines to 

satisfy the most discerning fancier.
Check www.elimarpigeons.com right now 

to see the birds on offer!

The photos were taken when the birds were in moult and not looking at their best but rest assured they will be a
treat when they have finished. There are always plenty more pigeons to select from on the UK’s Premier Pigeon

Information and Auction website.

Enquiries to: Les J Parkinson, Elimar Pigeon Services, 11 Rushton Drive, 
Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 ONJ. Tel/Fax: 01606 836036. Mobile 07871 701585

Email: elimar908@btinternet.com Web-Site: www.elimarpigeons.com

GB16Z56411 direct from “Pied Pixie” GB16Z56471 daughter of “Top Notch” GB16Z56450 direct from “Pied Pixie” B13-2110188 “Prime Time”

GB14C29713 bred from “Maverick” 
& “Jan’s Special”

GB15Z75842 Bred from “Champ 77
& “Jan’s Special”


